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Abstract
The long time effect of nonlinear perturbation to oscillatory linear systems can
be characterized by the averaging method, and we consider first-order averaging
for its simplest applicability to high-dimensional problems. Instead of the classical
approach, in which one uses the pullback of linear flow to isolate slow variables and
then approximate the effective dynamics by averaging, we propose an alternative
coordinate transform that better approximates the mean of oscillations. This leads
to a simple improvement of the averaged system, which will be shown both theoret-
ically and numerically to provide a more accurate approximation. Three examples
are then provided: in the first, a new device for wireless energy transfer modeled by
two coupled oscillators was analyzed, and the results provide design guidance and
performance quantification for the device; the second is a classical coupled oscillator
problem (Fermi-Pasta-Ulam), for which we numerically observed improved accuracy
beyond the theoretically justified timescale; the third is a nonlinearly perturbed first-
order wave equation, which demonstrates the efficacy of improved averaging in an
infinite dimensional setting.
Keywords: highly oscillatory systems, effective averaged dynamics, nonlinear
scale-isolation transform, weighted Birkhoff averaging, Capacitive Parametric Ul-
trasonic Transducers (CPUT)
1 Introduction and main results
An important class of dynamical problems are highly oscillatory systems, which ad-
mit dynamics over at least two timescales with the fastest scale mainly consisting of
oscillations. This article considers such systems in which fast oscillations are induced
by linear components of differential equations, and additional weak nonlinearities
create interactions between these oscillations. More precisely, consider
X˙(t) = ΩX(t) + ǫF (X(t), t), X(0) = X0, (1)
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whereX(t) ∈ Rd or Cd (see also Section 5 for an infinite dimensional generalization),
Ω is a skew-Hermitian operator (i.e., Ω∗ = −Ω), and ǫ≪ 1. F is a bounded continu-
ous function, with bounded continuous derivative with respect to X , and quasiperi-
odic1 in t; i.e., there exist constants ν1, · · · , νn and some function Fˆ that is 1-periodic
in each of its arguments except the first, such that F (x, t) = Fˆ (x, ν1t, · · · , νnt) for
all x and t.
The skew-Hermitianity of Ω ensures that all its eigenvalues are imaginary. Let
ω1, · · · , ωd be their absolute values, which represent the frequencies of oscillations
originated from the linear term. Note ω1, · · · , ωd and ν1, · · · , νn are assumed not to
change with ǫ.
At the O(1) timescale of this system (which will be called the fast or the mi-
croscopic scale), the role of the nonlinearity is only perturbative, and it induces
an O(ǫ) difference from the solution of X˙ = ΩX . On the other hand, over the
slow/macroscopic timescale of O(ǫ−1), secular interactions between the linear part
and the nonlinearity can globally change the linear solution — a favorite example of
ours is parametric-resonantly perturbed harmonic oscillator, for which one can have
arbitrary marcoscopic behavior even though the microscopic behavior is restricted
to nearly harmonic oscillations (see Section 3.2 in [98] and [113]).
This article is mainly concerned with the quantification of how the interaction
between the fast oscillations accumulates and effectively contributes to the macro-
scopic dynamics. The celebrated method of averaging already provided a tool for
this quantification (see e.g., the monograph of [91]). To do so, the classical approach
is to first introduce a coordinate transform to isolate the slow variable, and then av-
erage out the dependence on fast oscillations in its equation of motion. This article,
on the other hand, proposes to use a different coordinate transform to improve the
accuracy of an averaging approximation.
More precisely, classical averaging introduces Y (t) = e−ΩtX(t) so that
Y˙ (t) = ǫe−ΩtF
(
eΩtY (t), t
)
,
and then this equation is approximated with the right hand side replaced by its time
average:
˙¯Y = ǫ
〈
e−ΩtF
(
eΩtY¯ , t
)〉
t
(2)
See Section 2.1 for more details.
The improved averaging proposed here uses a different coordinate transform
X 7→ Z, implicitly defined via
X(t) = eΩtZ(t)− ǫΩ̂−1C(Z(t)),
where the additional O(ǫ) term is a corrector that aims at accounting for a possibly
nonzero mean of the oscillations. Here Ω̂−1 is essentially Ω−1, but the inverse of its
zero eigenvalues (if any) will be replaced by zero. C(Z) is a coarse estimation of the
averaged value of the nonlinearity, defined as
C(Z) :=
〈
F
(
eΩtZ, t
)〉
t
. (3)
Z’s equation of motion can be written as
Z˙(t) = ǫe−Ωt
(
F
(
eΩtZ − ǫP (Z), t)− ΩP (Z))+O(ǫ2),
1The requirement on quasiperiodicity can be relaxed as long as limT→∞
∫
T
0
e−ΩtF
(
eΩtY (t), t
)
dt/T
exists, but for the simplicity of discussion it will be assumed.
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and we will approximate it by
˙¯Z(t) = ǫ
〈
e−Ωt
(
F
(
eΩtZ¯ − ǫP (Z¯), t)− ΩP (Z¯))〉
t
(4)
See Section 2.2 for more details.
Both Y¯ and Z¯ provide 1st-order approximations of the true solution in the sense
that Y¯ (t)− Y (t) = O(ǫ) and Z¯(t) − Z(t) = O(ǫ) till at least t = O(ǫ−1). However,
the proposed method is more accurate because Z˙ − ˙¯Z is bounded by Y˙ − ˙¯Y in a
sense that will be defined in Section 2.3, where formal theoretical justifications will
also be provided. Worth clarifying is, the improved approach is still only 1st-order
in ǫ, and generally less accurate than 2nd-order averaging; however, the algebra of
2nd-order averaging can be formidable for high-dimensional problems.
In addition to the theoretical discussion, the improved accuracy will also be
numerically quantified and demonstrated by three examples, the first two being
oscillators coupled through weak nonlinearities, and the third being a nonlinearly
perturbed first order wave equation, which is infinite dimensional but still within
the scope of (1). More specifically, Section 3 analyzes a new engineering device for
wireless energy transfer, where the improved averaging allows a performance quan-
tification for which classical averaging is not accurate enough, and the obtained
analytical results guided us to design device parameters for its desired operations
in [96]. Section 4 records improved numerical accuracies on a classical test problem
of Fermi-Pasta-Ulam, and the improvement was beyond the theoretically justified
timescale but for a longer time. Section 5 compares how classical averaging and im-
proved averaging capture the long time behavior of weakly nonlinear waves modeled
by an advection-reaction PDE; for this problem, even though our method generalizes
to infinite dimensions, the numerical computations are still conducted after spatial
discretization, in this case via pseudospectral method.
Time averages such as the right hand sides of (2), (3), (4) play an essential
role in averaging approximations, and they can be computed either analytically or
numerically. Section 3 conducts this analytically, Section 4 does it both analytically
and numerically because the analytical expressions are too complex, and Section 5
mainly does it numerically because an analytical result may no longer be available.
To compute time averages numerically, we use the standard composite trapezoidal
rule when the function to be averaged is periodic with known period; in other cases
(when the function is quasiperiodic or with unknown period), we use the recently
developed tool of weighted Birkhoff averaging [36], which achieves accuracy at a
relatively low computational cost. Details of the time-average computations are
described in Section 2.4.
While the focus of this article is the alternative coordinate transformation that
improves averaging, one of its implications is an efficient numerical simulation of
highly oscillatory problems, based on integrating the averaged equations. For the
sake of length, we will discuss the details of this application in a separate paper.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to mention great existing works in the active field of
highly oscillatory system simulations, and the list by no means can be complete.
For instance, (i) since the formulation of envelope following method [85], clever ap-
proaches that address one high-frequency (which, in the case of eq.1, corresponds to
Ω with eigenvalues all being integer multiples of one value) have been continuously
constructed, such as multi-revolution composition method [29, 30], stroboscopic av-
eraging method (which can be made high-order in ǫ) [23, 22, 26], the two-scaled
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reformulation (which is uniformly accurate after adding one artificial dimension)
[27], and additional uniformly accurate approaches based on various formal asymp-
totic expansions [12, 11, 13, 35]. Tools for performance analysis have been proposed
too, such as modulated Fourier expansion [50, 32], which in turn accelerates the
development of numerical methods, for instance, for second-order differential equa-
tions (see e.g., a seminal work [31], a specific investigation [92], and a recent work
[114] in which 2nd-order uniform accuracy was achieved on half of the variables
for polynomial potentials). More contributions to second-order equations include
[72, 25]. (ii) When there are multiple high-frequencies, exponential and trigono-
metric integrators can sometimes provide accurate simulations, and we refer to
[56, 55, 34, 61, 49, 102, 112, 48, 37, 47, 54, 50, 79, 90, 53, 99] (see Section 2.4
for more discussions). An interesting alternative idea is to approximate multiple
frequencies by integer multiples of one frequency, which was realized by combining
the two-scale reformulation and multi-revolution composition [28]. Another direc-
tion of developments was based on the numerical integration of highly oscillatory
functions [57, 59, 58, 74], and mainly investigated were the simulations of second-
order equations [66, 111, 110]; usually one will obtain an iterative method due to
implicitness. Related is an application of Hamiltonian Boundary Value Methods,
which constructs implicit methods for Newtonian second-order problems [19]. Also
worth mentioning is [33], which considered a 1 degree-of-freedom, however possibly
nonlinear system, subject to highly oscillatory forcing terms. (iii) Another impor-
tant direction is to construct methods that utilize the averaging operator 〈·〉 more
directly. One notable contribution to linear oscillations coupled via nonlinearity is
[52], which was based on classical averaging (2) (with additional help from Parareal
iterations). We also mention [73] which averages forces in Newtonian second-order
problems. Remarkably, continuous efforts have been made to develop up-scaled
solvers for systems with more general fast dynamics not limited to multi-frequency
oscillatory. These include the Heterogeneous Multiscale Methods (see [39, 40, 1] for
reviews and [4, 24, 3, 5] for specific investigations on highly oscillatory problems),
equation-free approaches (e.g., [65, 64, 63]), discussions on Young measure [8, 9],
FLAVORs [100, 101] (which are inspired by the formers but adapted to problems
with preserved structures such as symplecticity or invariant distribution), and more
recently, some promising ideas that aimed at iteratively improving the accuracy of
general multiscale numerical methods via the Parareal parallelism [5].
2 Methods
2.1 A review of the classical averaging
Having both O(1) and O(ǫ) terms on the right hand side of (1) makes the dynamics
to contain a mixture of both slow and fast components. To quantify the long term
effect of the O(ǫ) term (i.e., the nonlinearity), a classical approach (see e.g., [91])
first introduces the coordinate transform
Y (t) = e−ΩtX(t), which leads to (5)
Y˙ (t) = ǫe−ΩtF
(
eΩtY (t), t
)
, Y (0) = X0. (6)
This way, a slow variable Y is isolated (note its rate of change is Y˙ = O(ǫ)). However,
Y dynamics are still modulated by fast oscillations due to the t dependence in the
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RHS of (6). Therefore, the method of averaging is then employed to remove the fast
oscillations to allow a focus on the purely slow dynamics: let
F(Y, t) := e−ΩtF (eΩtY, t) and F¯(Y ) := 〈F(Y, t)〉t (7)
where the time averaging operator is generally defined as
〈F(x, t)〉t := lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
F(x, t)dt (8)
(note in the special case of F being T -periodic in t, we also have 〈F(x, t)〉t =
1
T
∫ T
0
F(x, t)dt), and consider the averaged dynamics
˙¯Y = ǫF¯(Y¯ ), Y¯ (0) = X0, (9)
then ‖Y¯ (t) − Y (t)‖ = O(ǫ) till at least t = O(ǫ−1) (see [91] for details; note the
quasiperiodicity of F (X, t) and ωi’s and νj ’s being independent of ǫ are needed for
ensuring this order of accuracy).
The advantage of (9) is, as Y¯ changes at the O(ǫ−1) timescale (which can be
seen via a time change in (9)), it is now purely slow. Insights about the system’s
effective dynamics can thus be gained by analyzing (9). In fact, once Y¯ (t) is known,
Xˆ(t) := eΩtY¯ (t) will approximate X(t), with error also O(ǫ) till at least t = O(ǫ−1).
2.2 The simple improvement
The approximate solution Xˆ contains a potential source of inaccuracy that can
be corrected. To see the origin of the idea, consider a simplest “nonlinearity” of
F (X(t), t) = C, which is a constant vector. The exact solution to (1) is then
X(t) = eΩt
(
X0 + ǫΩ
−1C
)− ǫΩ−1C,
and it has a small but nonzero time average of −ǫΩ−1C, which is however not
reflected in the approximation Xˆ(t) = eΩtY¯ (t) = eΩtX0 obtained from classical
averaging (9). It is easy to see, however, that if one uses a coordinate transform of
Z = exp(−Ωt)(X + ǫΩ−1C) instead of Y = exp(−Ωt)X , this nonzero average will
be recovered, and the exact solution too.
To extrapolate this idea to general problems, let
C(Z) :=
〈
F
(
eΩtZ, t
)〉
t
:= lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
F
(
eΩtZ, t
)
dt (10)
and define a coordinate transformation from X to Z implicitly via
X(t) = eΩtZ(t)− ǫP (Z(t)), (11)
where P (Z) := Ω−1C(Z) if Ω is invertible; otherwise we will assume Ω = V −1[ωi]iiV ,
define Ω̂−1 := V −1[ω̂−1i ]iiV where ω̂
−1
i is ω
−1
i if ωi 6= 0, and 0 otherwise, and let
P (Z) := Ω̂−1C(Z).
Taking the time derivative of (11) yields(
eΩt − ǫP ′(Z)) Z˙(t) = ǫ (F (eΩtZ − ǫP (Z), t)− ΩP (Z)) ,
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and therefore the equation of motion in the new coordinate can be written as
Z˙(t) = ǫe−Ωt
(
F
(
eΩtZ − ǫP (Z), t)− ΩP (Z))+O(ǫ2). (12)
The right hand side is O(ǫ) and averaging can again provide an approximation: let
G(Z, t) := e−Ωt
(
F
(
eΩtZ − ǫP (Z), t)− ΩP (Z)) , G¯(Z) := 〈G(Z, t)〉t , (13)
and consider
˙¯Z = ǫG¯(Z¯), (14)
then X¯(t) := eΩtZ¯(t)− ǫP (Z¯(t)) will be an O(ǫ) approximation of X(t) till at least
t = O(ǫ−1).
Remark. (13) is equivalent to G¯(Z) =
〈
e−ΩtF
(
eΩtZ − ǫP (Z), t)〉
t
because ΩP (Z) is
independent of time and thus averaged out after being multiplied by e−Ωt. However,
we prefer to use (13) because although the exact time average of e−ΩtΩP (Z) is zero,
in Sections 2.4, 4 and 5 the time average will be approximated numerically, and
keeping this term led to smaller errors in those experiments.
Remark. The initial condition of Z¯(0), in general, is no longer the same as X(0) =
X0 due to the P (·) term in (11). When the nonlinearity of P may prevent Z¯(0)
from being exactly solvable as an explicit function of X0, one can expand Z¯(0)
as an asymptotic series in ǫ and match the leading orders to obtain the following
approximation:
Z¯(0) = X0 + ǫP (X0) +O(ǫ2)
Given the remainder is O(ǫ2), using Z¯(0) ≈ X0 + ǫP (X0) in the proposed averaged
system (14) will only induce an O(ǫ2) error till at least t = O(ǫ−1), and thus the
order of accuracy in Z¯ or X¯ is not affected.
2.3 The improved accuracy
It is intuitive to think that (14) can provide a more accurate approximation than
(9) because the former better characterizes the mean value of the oscillations, which
is not necessarily zero. This intuition can be made precise in the following way.
Definition 1. Given column-vector-valued functions w1(t, x) and w2(t, x), consider
an x-indexed inner product defined by
(w1 · w2)(x) := 〈w1(t, x)Tw2(t, x)〉t.
Denote by ‖ · ‖(x) the induced norm.
Since (12) can be alternatively written as
Z˙(t) = ǫe−Ωt
(
F
(
eΩtZ, t
)− ΩP (Z))+O(ǫ2),
let
G(Z, t) := e−Ωt (F (eΩtZ, t)− ΩP (Z)) , and G¯(Z) := 〈G(Z, t)〉t , (15)
and then the averaged vector field G¯ will also provide an approximation at the same
order of accuracy as (14) due to 1st-order averaging theory [91].
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Theorem 2. Consider F , F¯ in (7) and G, G¯ in (15). Let ∆F(x, t) = F(x, t)−F¯(x)
and ∆G(x, t) = G(x, t) − G¯(x). Then, ((∆F − ∆G) · ∆G)(x) = 0 for any x and
therefore
‖∆G‖(x) ≤ ‖∆F‖(x).
Proof. Note
〈
e−ΩtΩP (x)
〉
t
= 0 and thus F¯(x) = G¯(x). Recall ΩP (x) = C(x) =〈
F
(
eΩtx, t
)〉
t
, and therefore,(
(∆F −∆G) ·∆G)(x) = ((F − G) · (G − G¯))(x)
=
〈(
e−ΩtΩP (x)
)T (
e−Ωt
(
F
(
eΩtx, t
)− ΩP (x)) − G¯(x))〉
t
=
〈
C(x)T
(
F
(
eΩtx, t
)− C(x))〉
t
−
〈(
e−ΩtC(x)
)T G¯(x)〉
t
= C(x)T
〈
F
(
eΩtx, t
)〉
t
− C(x)TC(x) − C(x)T 〈eΩt〉
t
G¯(x)
= C(x)TC(x) − C(x)TC(x) − 0 = 0
This orthogonality naturally leads to ‖∆F‖2 = ‖∆G‖2 + ‖∆F − ∆G‖2 and thus
‖∆F‖ ≥ ‖∆G‖.
Theorem 2 shows that the proposed approach has smaller difference between
the unaveraged and averaged vector field than the classical approach. The follow-
ing formal argument shows that this reduced difference decreases the amount of
fluctuations in the true solution not captured by averaging: consider
Y˙ = ǫF(Y, t) +O(ǫ2), Z˙ = ǫG(Z, t) +O(ǫ2). (16)
Assume ǫ is small enough such that there exist near-identity transformations
Y (t) = Y¯ (t) + ǫu(Y¯ (t), t) +O(ǫ2) Z(t) = Z¯(t) + ǫv(Z¯(t), t) +O(ǫ2) (17)
that implicitly define Y¯ and Z¯ such that
˙¯Y = ǫF¯(Y¯ ) +O(ǫ2) ˙¯Z = ǫG¯(Z¯) +O(ǫ2). (18)
Then the transformations must satisfy certain conditions. To find these conditions,
substituting (17) into (16) and using (18) to match O(ǫ) terms yields the first-order
homological equations
F¯(y) + ∂tu(y, t) = F(y, t), G¯(z) + ∂tv(z, t) = G(z, t), (19)
where y and z are viewed as parameters. The choices of
F¯(y) = 〈F(y, t)〉t, G¯(z) = 〈G(z, t)〉t (20)
guarantee the existence of u and v and reveal that they correspond to leading order
fluctuations. To understand such choices, think about the easiest case when F(·, t) is
periodic in t, and then (20) is the solvability condition for (19) to admit periodic-in-t
solutions.
Theorem 2 shows that v is smaller than u in the sense that ‖∂tv‖(x) ≤ ‖∂tu‖(x)
for all x. Since v and u are respectively the leading-order fluctuations of the ex-
act solution (in different coordinates) around Z¯ and Y¯ , Z¯ approximates the exact
solution more accurately than Y¯ .
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Remark. In practice, our preference is to use the averaged vector field ǫG¯ (eq.’s 13
and 14) instead of ǫG¯. Their difference is O(ǫ2), and the above discussion, which
is based on 1st-order averaging / normal form theory, cannot tell this difference
apart and remain inconclusive for comparing ǫG¯ and ǫG¯. However, G¯ was obtained
with less approximations, and in numerical experiments considered in this article it
produced better accuracy.
Remark. Although the proposed approach has improved accuracy, it is based on
1st-order averaging and its accuracy is still only O(ǫ). It is possible to perform
higher-order averaging to increase the order of accuracy; however, significantly more
terms will need to be computed and the X derivative(s) of F will be involved, which
can be a significant computational overhead especially when X is high-dimensional.
In addition, the result may be difficult to interpret because higher-order-averaged
systems usually have much more involved vector fields, which can complicate the
analysis of their dynamics.
2.4 A brief discussion of numerical averaging
Both classical averaging and the proposed improvement require the computation of
〈f(x, t)〉t for (quasi)periodic f(x, ·). It is not always the case that this time average
can or should be analytically computed. For instance,
• For the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam example discussed in Section 4, F¯ (see (7)) has a
lengthy expression (see the Appendix), which not only makes the analysis of
the averaged system (9) difficult, but also slows down the numerical simulation
due to expensive function evaluations; unfortunately, the expression of G¯ (see
(13)) is only much lengthier (details available upon request).
• For the advection-reaction PDE example discussed in Section 5, F¯ may or
may not be analytically computable; meanwhile, G¯ or C(Z) (10) do not admit
closed form expressions due to the involvement of non-local spatial operations.
• Even finite-dimensional problem can require averages that are not exactly com-
putable; an example is
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
1√
(a+ cos t)2 + (b + sin t)2
dt,
which naturally originates from celestial mechanics or molecular dynamics
when one tries to average gravitational / electric potential over a periodic
orbit. The lack of closed form expression for this integral was one of the mo-
tivations for the introduction of elliptic functions (see e.g., [2]).
Therefore, we numerically approximate time averages when necessary. Given f(x, ·)
with fixed x (note x’s value changes when an averaged system is numerically simu-
lated; also, in the improved method (Section 2.2) one needs to average two different
functions, respectively for computing C(·) and G¯(·)), this is done in the following
way:
• When f(x, ·) is known to be T -periodic, composite trapezoidal rule is employed,
i.e., choose a large enough N and use the approximation
〈f(x, ·)〉t ≈ 1
N
N−1∑
i=0
f(x, t0 + iT/N). (21)
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In theory, t0 can be any value as N →∞. In practice, when 〈f(x, ·)〉t is used
in the numerical simulation of an averaged system, we simply choose t0 to
be the time corresponding to the current timestep/stage. This choice is be-
cause, in the special case of N = 1, the simulation of the transformed system
(6) will degenerate to a subset of the popular exponential integrators for the
untransformed system (1). (See [56] for a review of exponential integrators,
[55, 34, 61] for an additional but far-from-complete list of contributions with
additional references within, [49, 102, 112, 48, 37, 47, 54, 50] for closely re-
lated popular methods, and e.g., [79, 90, 53] for the computations of matrix
exponential and [99] for exponentiating a sequence of matrices.)
Given periodicity, (21) is a very good approximation as long as f is also
smooth in time, because under this condition composite trapezoidal rule con-
verges faster than any power of N (e.g., [10]).
• When f(x, ·) is only quasiperiodic, the method of weighted Birkhoff averaging
[36] is employed instead, i.e., fix an arbitrary δt that can resolve all frequencies,
choose a large enough N independent of δt, and use the approximation
〈f(x, ·)〉t ≈
∑N−1
i=0 wif(x, t0 + iδt)∑N−1
i=0 wi
(22)
where wi = exp
(
− 1
t(1− t)
)
with t =
i+ 1
N + 1
. (23)
(22) is a good approximation because it was shown in [36] that, provided
smoothness of f , the convergence speed is also faster than any power of N , un-
less the rotation vector of the quasiperiodicity (or equivalently, the frequencies
ω1, · · · , ωd and ν1, · · · , νn) is from a measure-zero set2.
Note that no knowledge about the rotation number is needed, although its
value affects the accuracy of (22) when a finite value of N is chosen. Great
methods for estimating the rotation number from a finite time trajectory exist,
such as [69, 75], but such an estimation is not necessary here.
• When f(x, ·) is periodic with unknown period, we still use the weighted Birkhoff
average (22) as an approximation.
• How to choose a large enough N , i.e., the number of samples, to well ap-
proximate the time-average? An automated two-step procedure can be used:
(i) at the initialization stage, numerically average f(x, t) = exp(Ωt) using N
samples, monitor its convergence by checking how much (22) deviates from
the true average, which is known to be zero, and then tune N accordingly
until a desired accuracy is accomplished; (ii) during the numerical simulation
of the averaged system, when a different f(x, t) is being time-averaged (e.g.,
F in (8)), start with the N value found in step (i), and keep on increasing it
until the change in the averaged value is small enough. A remark is that for
the special case where F (X, t) in (1) is independent of t, we found step (ii)
unnecessary in our experiments.
Important to remark is, the powerful and versatile idea of introducing weights for
improved numerical averaging is not new in this article. Its variations have been
2When the rotation vector is not of Diophantine class β for any β > 0, the convergence speed slows
down to polynomial in N ; see [36] for more details.
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used in multiple contexts, serving as an important component of various successful
numerical methods, including Heterogeneous Multiscale Methods (e.g., [39, 41, 104,
40, 4, 42, 24, 1, 20, 3]), mollified impulse methods (e.g., [47, 60, 93]), and frequency
map analysis (e.g., [69, 70, 71]). In fact, numerically constructing the averaged
system (2) or (4) and then simulating it with a larger timestep is a method that
can be viewed as a variation of Heterogeneous Multiscale Methods, with additional
help from FLow AVeraging integratORs [100, 101], because this method first flows
vector fields and then averages them.
How computationally-efficient will be the simulation of numerically-averaged sys-
tem? The averaging per se is costly as it is performed at each time step. However, to
simulate the system till O(ǫ−1) time, one can use an o(ǫ−1)-sized timestep because
the averaged system is at the O(ǫ−1) timescale. This way, the overall computational
cost scales linearly with N but remains independent of ǫ. Therefore, the method is
more computationally advantageous when ǫ becomes smaller. Sections 4 and 5 pro-
vide quantifications of such an advantage, and more details on numerical averaging
will be discussed in a separate paper.
3 Demonstration 1: Capacitive Parametric Ultra-
sonic Transducers
3.1 The model
Recently a new engineering device for wireless energy transfer called Capacitive
Parametric Ultrasound Transducer (CPUT) has been designed. It is based on para-
metric resonance in an RLC circuit, where the capacitance of the circuit is me-
chanically modulated by ultrasound so that mechanical energy was injected into
the circuit and converted to electrical energy [95, 96]. One of its goals is to utilize
the low attenuation of ultrasound in vivo to safely and efficiently deliver power to
implanted medical devices. Such a system was modeled in [96] as two oscillators
coupled via nonlinearity and perturbed in time, and this model will be analyzed
here to provide design guidance and performance quantification.
The model corresponds to the system
d2V
ds2
+
R
L
dV
ds
+
d− x
LAε0
V = 0
m
d2x
ds2
+ b
dx
ds
+ kx = F0 sin(2ω0s) +
ε0A
2
V 2
(d− x)2 ,
(24)
where V (s) and x(s) respectively correspond to the voltage across the capacitor
and the displacement of the parallel plates of the capacitor at time s. The external
ultrasound exerts a periodic force on the membrane, which constitutes as a plate of
the capacitor.
The intuition is, when the ultrasound frequency of 2ω0 matches the intrinsic
frequency of the mechanical component (i.e., the x equation in (24) without the
nonlinear term on the right hand side) and twice the intrinsic frequency of the electric
component (i.e. V again without nonlinearity), the term xV makes the first equation
resemble Mathieu’s equation [77], which exhibits parametric resonance (see e.g., the
review of [109]) and thus increased energy when R/L is small enough. However, the
true dynamics of (24) is more complex than this intuition; for example, physically
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speaking x should not exceed d as the plate displacement cannot be greater than the
initial double-plate distance, and this is mathematically reflected in the fact that the
nonlinearity will prevent an unbounded growth of the solution. Some questions are,
does the energy growth saturate, and how much output can one get? A quantitative
analysis of the effect of the nonlinearity is therefore desired.
To do so, we first identify a small parameter by normalizing numerical values
of the parameters: introduce scaling factors c and µ (for design parameters used in
[96], c = 107 and µ = 108), rescale time by letting t = cs, and rescale the plate
displacement by letting y = µx. Simplify notations by letting:
ǫ =
µ3ε0A
2mc2
, γ =
R
Lcǫ
, α =
1
LAε0c2µǫ
, β =
b
mcǫ
, F =
µF0
mc2ǫ
, D = µd, ω =
ω0
c
.
Then, under the assumption that parameters sufficiently satisfy matching conditions,
namely d
LAε0c2
− ω20
c2
= O(ǫ2) and k
mc2
− 4ω20
c2
= O(ǫ2), the governing equations rewrite
as: 
V¨ + ǫγV˙ +
(
ω2 +O(ǫ2))V = ǫαyV,
y¨ + ǫβy˙ +
(
(2ω)2 +O(ǫ2))y = ǫF sin(2ωt) + ǫ V 2
(D − y)2 .
(25)
This way, averaging can be used to approximate (25) for a better understanding of
its behavior (see Section 2.1). We refer to [82, 83, 109, 38, 107, 43, 108, 115, 67] for an
additional but incomplete list of similar analyses / applications. Besides averaging,
many other powerful methods exist, such as the method of multiple scales (e.g., [62,
87, 88]), Poincare´-Lindstedt (e.g., [82, 105]), and harmonic balance (e.g., [81]; note it
can be viewed as a Galerkin method); however, it is nontrivial to adapt them to our
problem. This is because, although the two oscillators’ original intrinsic frequencies
are 1:2, the nonlinearity may shift their frequencies differently such that no single
time-transformation is sufficient for both oscillators any more. Therefore, we will
follow the more convenient averaging approach, with an objective of again providing
a simple improvement of its accuracy. For the relationship between averaging and
the method of multiple scales, please see, e.g., [84].
3.2 The case of exactly resonant excitation
New averaged system. If one is interested in an O(ǫ) approximation of the
solution till O(ǫ−1) time, the O(ǫ2) terms in (25) are unimportant, and the governing
equations can be rewritten as
V˙ = U
U˙ = −ω2V − ǫγU + ǫαyV
y˙ = z
z˙ = −(2ω)2y − ǫβz + ǫF sin(2ωt) + ǫ V
2
(D − y)2
. (26)
Viewing X = [V, U, y, z], this is in the form of (1). However, an analytical expres-
sion for the average of ǫ V
2
(D−y)2 is not obtainable, and we thus make a reasonable
assumption that the distance variation between the capacitor’s double plates is much
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smaller than the distance itself (i.e., |y| ≪ D), which permits a 1st-order Taylor ap-
proximation of the nonlinearity: ǫ V
2
(D−y)2 ≈ ǫ
(
V 2
D2
+ 2V
2y
D3
)
.
To characterize the O(ǫ−1) dynamics of (26), we resort to the proposed coor-
dinate transform X 7→ Z (11). However, since oscillation amplitudes will be the
quantities of interest for physical reasons (e.g., V amplitude is the AC voltage),
we’ll further transform Z to polar coordinates. Overall, we will use a coordinate
transform from [V, U, y, z] to [ρ, φ, r, θ] via
V = ρ cos(ω(t+ φ))
U = −ωρ sin(ω(t+ φ))
y = r cos(2ω(t+ θ)) +
ǫρ2
2D2(2ω)2
z = −2ωr sin(2ω(t+ θ))
(27)
where the O(ǫ) term is due to the local average ǫP (Z(t)) in (11) and crucial for an
improved accuracy of averaging.
Such a coordinate transformation changes the dynamics according to
ρ˙ =
ω2V V˙ + UU˙
ω2ρ
φ˙ =
V˙ U − U˙V
ω2ρ2
− 1
r˙ =
(2ω)2
(
y − ǫρ22D2(2ω)2
)(
y˙ − ǫρρ˙
D2(2ω)2
)
+ zz˙
(2ω)2r
θ˙ =
(
y˙ − ǫρρ˙
D2(2ω)2
)
z − z˙
(
y − ǫρ22D2(2ω)2
)
(2ω)2r2
− 1
. (28)
Expressing the right hand sides in terms of ρ, φ, r, θ, it is easy to see they are 2π/(2ω)
or 2π/ω periodic functions in t. In addition, ρ, φ, r, θ are all slow variables because
their time derivatives are O(ǫ), and averaging approximation is applicable. For a
simplification, note the − ǫρρ˙
D2(2ω)2 terms are O(ǫ2), and thus the 1st-order averaged
system is 
ρ˙ =
〈
ω2V V˙ + UU˙
ω2ρ
〉
t
φ˙ =
〈
V˙ U − U˙V
ω2ρ2
− 1
〉
t
r˙ =
〈
(2ω)2
(
y − ǫρ22D2(2ω)2
)
y˙ + zz˙
(2ω)2r
〉
t
θ˙ =
〈
y˙z − z˙
(
y − ǫρ22D2(2ω)2
)
(2ω)2r2
− 1
〉
t
(29)
where (27) has to be substituted into (26), and then both (27), (26) plugged into
(29), before time averaging over the period of 2π/ω is performed. After some algebra,
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the averaged system (29) is computed to be
ρ˙ =
ǫ
4ω
ρ
(
− 2γω + rα sin (2(θ − φ)ω))
φ˙ = − ǫα
16D2ω4
(
ǫρ2 + 4D2rω2 cos
(
2(θ − φ)ω))
r˙ = − ǫ
32D5ω3
(
8D5ω2
(
2rβω + F cos(2θω)
)
+ ρ2(ǫρ2 + 4D3ω2) sin
(
2(θ − φ)ω))
θ˙ = − ǫ
64D5ω4
1
r
(
ρ2(ǫρ2 + 4D3ω2) cos
(
2(θ − φ)ω)+ 8D2ω2(rρ2 −D3F sin(2θω)))
(30)
Fixed point of the averaged system (30). The fixed point of (30) is a real
solution of
0 = −2γω + rα sin (2(θ − φ)ω) (31)
0 = ǫρ2 + 4D2rω2 cos
(
2(θ − φ)ω) (32)
0 = 8D5ω2
(
2rβω + F cos(2θω)
)
+ ρ2(ǫρ2 + 4D3ω2) sin
(
2(θ − φ)ω) (33)
0 = ρ2(ǫρ2 + 4D3ω2) cos
(
2(θ − φ)ω)+ 8D2ω2(rρ2 −D3F sin(2θω)) (34)
We now solve this transcendental algebraic system under the intrinsic constraint of
ρ ≥ 0, r ≥ 0: let σ = ρ2 and note (31) and (32) give
sin
(
2(θ − φ)ω) = 2γω
rα
, (35)
cos
(
2(θ − φ)ω) = − ǫσ
4D2ω2r
. (36)
Their sum of squares being 1 leads to
r =
√(
2γω
α
)2
+
( ǫσ
4D2ω2
)2
.
Similarly, (33) and (34) give
sin
(
2θω
)
=
(4D3σω2 + σ2ǫ) cos
(
2(θ − φ)ω)+ 8D2rσω2
8D5Fω2
, (37)
cos
(
2θω
)
=
−(4D3σω2 + σ2ǫ) sin (2(θ − φ)ω)− 16βD5rω3
8D5Fω2
. (38)
Upon substituting (35) and (36), sin2(2θω) + cos2(2θω) = 1 leads to
1
64D10F 2α2ω4
(A0 +A1σ +A2σ
2 +A3σ
3 +A4σ
4) = 0,
where

A0 = 1024β
2γ2D10ω8 − 64α2D10F 2ω4
A1 = 256αβγD
8ω6
A2 = 16α
2β2D6ω2ǫ2 + 16α2D6ω4 + 64αβγD5ω4ǫ+ 256γ2D4ω6
A3 = −8α2D3ω2ǫ
A4 = α
2ǫ2
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This degree-four polynomial can be analytically solved; however, the solution ex-
pression is too lengthy to provide insights about its dependence on the parameters,
thus not helpful for designing the CPUT system. Therefore, we will use singular
perturbation method (e.g., [62]) to approximate its solutions instead.
More specifically, because of the scaling of Ai’s, let B0 = A0, B1 = A1, B2 = A2,
ǫB3 = A3, ǫ
2B4 = A4, and then the polynomial to solve becomes
B0 +B1σ +B2σ
2 + ǫB3σ
3 + ǫ2B4σ
4 = 0,
We are only interested in its non-negative real solution(s).
There can only be four solutions in total. First assuming σ = O(1) (the regular
perturbation regime), one obtains
B0 +B1σ +B2σ
2 ≈ 0, (39)
whose roots will give two approximate solutions. Then assuming σ = O(ǫ−1) (a
singular perturbation regime) and letting σ = ǫ−1s, one can collect leading terms
and obtain
B2 +B3s+B4s
2 ≈ 0, (40)
whose roots will give two additional approximate solutions.
Roots of (40) are complex because B23−4B2B4 = −64D2α2ω2((Dαβǫ+2γω2)2+
12γ2ω4) < 0. They are therefore irrelevant.
On the other hand, solving (39) leads to (keeping the σ ≥ 0 solution only):
σ ≈ −8D
4αβγω4 + 2D3ω
√
N
D2α2ω2 + 16γ2ω4 + 4αβγDω2ǫ+ α2D2β2ǫ2
, (41)
where N = D2F 2α4ω2 + 16F 2α2γ2ω4 − 256β2γ4ω8 (42)
+ 4αβγDω2
(
α2F 2 − 16β2γ2ω4) ǫ+ (D2F 2α4β2 − 16D2α2β4γ2ω4)ǫ2.
The corresponding ρ and r are:
ρ =
√
σ, r =
√(
2γω
α
)2
+
(
ǫρ2
4D2w2
)2
, (43)
which correspond to steady-state oscillation amplitudes of V and y.
Remark. When necessary, one can simplify (41) to leading order as
σ ≈ −8D
4αβγω2 + 2D3
√
D2F 2α4 + 16F 2α2γ2ω2 − 256β2γ4ω6
D2α2 + 16γ2ω2
.
Experimentalists may find this expression easier to use when tuning the system
parameters for a desired output voltage; this approximation is less accurate though.
Remarks on dynamics of the averaged system (30). At least for the
parameters used in [96], the fixed point identified above can be verified by lineariza-
tion to be asymptotic stable (i.e., a sink), and hence it corresponds to a steady state
of the CPUT.
However, although the system in its physical domain (ρ ≥ 0, r ≥ 0, φ ∈ T, θ ∈ T)
contains only one sink, it is unclear whether there are higher-order attractors such
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as limit cycle or even chaotic attractor (note the system is more than 2 dimensional
and thus Poincare´-Bendixson theorem does not apply). Therefore, the possibility
that some initial condition not converging to the identified steady state has not been
theoretically ruled out.
To better understand whether the sink is the global attractor, we performed a
brute force numerical search in the 4-dimensional state-space. Initial conditions were
sampled from regular grid points and after sufficient long time they all converged to
the identified sink. This suggests that, if there were any attractor in the averaged
system 30 other than the sink, its geometrical shape must be rather irregular because
it avoided all the sampled grid points.
More specifically, for parameters
ǫ = 0.069908094621482, D = 12, ω = 0.628318530717959, F = 4.517732098486560,
α = 0.471019510657106, β = 3.388299073864920, γ = 0.208520337367901,
we used the Georgia Tech high performance computing cluster (PACE) to simulate
71,680,000 initial conditions [r, ρ, φ, θ](0) ∈ [0.01 : 0.01 : 2] × [0.1 : 0.1 : 35] ×
[0 : 0.2 : 2π) × [0 : 0.2 : 2π), i.e., drawn from a uniform grid. For each initial
condition, the averaged system is numerically integrated by 4th-order Runge-Kutta
with h = 0.01 till T = 450, and the 2-norm of the vector field at the last step as well
as the final 2-distance to the fixed point [24.442613175475309; 1.077007670858842;
0.585849324582913; -2.419228080303699] were recorded. The maxima of these two
quantities over all initial conditions are, respectively, 5.6650× 10−14 and 1.2397×
10−10, suggesting convergence to the fixed point in all cases.
Finally, it is important to recall that attractors of the averaged system may
not have correspondences in the original system (26), and vice versa. In fact, the
averaged system may be an accurate approximation only till O(ǫ−1). Infinite time
approximations of dynamical structures trace back to at least KAM theory (e.g.,
[7, 80, 86] and references therein) and still remain as a research frontier.
Numerical demonstration. One simplest difference produced by the classical
averaging (Section 2.1) and the improved one (Section 2.2) for this problem (26) is,
whether the mean of y oscillations at the steady state is zero.
More specifically, one can perform the classical averaging by first using the co-
ordinate transform from [V, U, y, z] to [ρˆ, φˆ, rˆ, θˆ] given by
V = ρˆ cos(ω(t+ φˆ))
U = −ωρˆ sin(ω(t+ φˆ))
y = rˆ cos(2ω(t+ θˆ))
z = −2ωrˆ sin(2ω(t+ θˆ))
,
and then averaging the ρˆ, φˆ, rˆ, θˆ system and analyzing its fixed point (details omit-
ted). However, that fixed point will correspond to a steady-state where y oscillates
with amplitude rˆ about a mean of zero. This should be contrasted with the predic-
tion of improved averaging, which, according to (27), has its steady-state in which
y oscillates with amplitude r about a mean of ǫρ2/(8D2ω2).
Figure 1(a) shows how the solution of the original problem (26) transits into
the steady-state of harmonic oscillations. Important to note is y oscillates around a
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(a) Benchmark solution of (26) obtained by fine nu-
merical simulation. Green line corresponds to y = 0
and shows the asymmetry of the y trajectory.
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(b) Deviations of trajectories obtained by fine nu-
merical simulations of the classically averaged sys-
tem and the improved averaged system (30) from
the benchmark.
Figure 1: Performances of classical and improved averages for CPUT. [V, V˙ , y, y˙](0) = [10, 0, 1, 0]. Note
the time axis is in log scale for showing both the nontrivial transient and the steady state.
V amplitude V mean y amplitude y mean
Truth (fine numerical solution) ≈ 24.4409 ≈ 0.0000 ≈ 0.58481 ≈ 0.091952
Classical averaging prediction ≈ 24.8527 0 ≈ 0.55631 = 0.000000
Improved averaging prediction A ≈ 24.4426 0 ≈ 0.58585 ≈ 0.091835
Improved averaging prediction B ≈ 24.3626 0 ≈ 0.58547 ≈ 0.091235
Table 1: CPUT’s steady-state oscillation parameters. Improved averaging prediction A corresponds to
the numerical solution of fixed point equations (31)-(34). Improved averaging prediction B corresponds
to the analytically approximated fixed point (41)-(43).
nonzero mean. The proposed approach well captures this, but the classical averaging
does not (see Table 1). This improved accuracy can be quantitatively seen from the
significantly reduced error of the former (Figure 1(b)).
3.3 The case of inexact resonant excitation: the dependence
on the excitation frequency and amplitude
We now quantify how strong the external excitation needs to be and to what extent
the perturbation frequency can deviate from 2ω, in order for the system to maintain
its nonzero steady-state (which means a steady output of energy). To do so, consider,
instead of (26), the following:
V˙ = U
U˙ = −ω2V − ǫγU + ǫαyV
y˙ = z
z˙ = −(2ω)2y − ǫβz + ǫF sin(2(1+ǫ∆)ωt) + ǫ V
2
(D − y)2
,
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where ∆ quantifies the deviation of frequency. To analyze the system, introduce a
new time τ = (1 + ǫ∆)t and denote d/dτ by prime. Then
(1 + ǫ∆)V ′ = U
(1 + ǫ∆)U ′ = −ω2V − ǫγU + ǫαyV
(1 + ǫ∆)y′ = z
(1 + ǫ∆)z′ = −(2ω)2y − ǫβz + ǫF sin(2ωτ) + ǫ V
2
(D − y)2
.
Discard o(ǫ) terms, because similar to before they will not affect an O(ǫ) approxi-
mation till at least τ = O(ǫ−1). We then obtain
V ′ = U − ǫ∆U
U ′ = −ω2V + ǫ∆ω2V − ǫγU + ǫαyV
y′ = z − ǫ∆z
z′ = −(2ω)2y + ǫ∆(2ω)2y − ǫβz + ǫF sin(2ωτ) + ǫ V
2
(D − y)2
. (44)
The same coordinate transformation ((27), with t replaced by τ), the same approx-
imation of ǫ V
2
(D−y)2 ≈ ǫ
(
V 2
D2
+ 2V
2y
D3
)
, and the same omission of − ǫρρ˙
D2(2ω)2 lead to a
system that averages (over τ) to
ρ′ =
ǫ
4ω
ρ
(
− 2γω + rα sin (2(θ − φ)ω))
φ′ = − ǫ
16D2ω4
(
ǫαρ2+16D2ω4∆+ 4D2αrω2 cos
(
2(θ − φ)ω))
r′ = − ǫ
32D5ω3
(
8D5ω2
(
2rβω + F cos(2θω)
)
+ ρ2(ǫρ2 + 4D3ω2) sin
(
2(θ − φ)ω))
θ′ = − ǫ
64D5ω4
1
r
(
ρ2(ǫρ2 + 4D3ω2) cos
(
2(θ − φ)ω)+ 8D2ω2(r(ρ2+8D3ω2∆)−D3F sin(2θω)))
,
(45)
where blue are terms not in the previously averaged system (30).
Now the task is to analyze the fixed point(s) of (45).
Similar to before, sin2
(
2(θ − φ)ω)+ cos2 (2(θ − φ)ω) = 1 leads to
r =
1
α
√
(2γω)
2
+
(
ǫαρ2 + 16D2ω4∆
4D2w2
)2
.
ρ can also be exactly obtained or approximated in an analogous way (see Section
3.2).
For the sake of a concise expression, however, from here on we will only con-
struct a leading order in ǫ approximation of the fixed point, by solving the following
approximation of the fixed point equation:
0 = −2γω + rα sin (2(θ − φ)ω)
0 = 4ω2∆+ rα cos
(
2(θ − φ)ω)
0 = 8D5ω2
(
2rβω + F cos(2θω)
)
+ 4D3ω2ρ2 sin
(
2(θ − φ)ω)
0 = 8D2ω2
(
(ρ2 + 8D3ω2∆)r −D3F sin(2θω))+ 4D3ω2ρ2 cos (2(θ − φ)ω)
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Repeated applications of sin2(·)+cos2(·) = 1 like before show that the only positive
real solution for ρ2 is
ρ2 =
2D3
(√
ζ − 4αβγDω2 + 32∆ω4 (∆ (αD − 8∆ω2)− 2γ2))
16γ2ω2 + (αD − 8∆ω2)2 (46)
where ζ is a lengthy expression:
ζ =− 4096β2∆4ω10 + 1024β∆2ω8 (αD∆(β + 2γ)− 2βγ2)− 64ω6 (αD∆(β + 2γ)− 2βγ2)2
+ 64α2∆2F 2ω4 + 16α2F 2ω2
(
γ2 − αD∆)+ α4D2F 2.
Due the its length, this result is not insightful yet, but we will see that it helps
characterize the boundary of nontrivial steady-state solution in the parameter space.
In fact, the non-negativity of the right hand side of (46) places a requirement on the
perturbation strength F . More precisely, since the right hand side is in the form of
C1 +
√
C2F 2 + C3 and thus monotonic with F
2, we solve ρ2 = 0 with (46) to get a
critical value of F :
F ∗ =
4ω2
α
√
γ2 + 4∆2ω2
√
β2 + 16∆2ω2. (47)
The requirement for a nontrivial steady-state is |F | ≥ F ∗.
Note F ∗ has a clean expression despite of the complicated intermediate results
such as (46). This expression predicts, for instance, that when the excitation fre-
quency exactly matches the intrinsic frequency (the case of Section 3.2), the ex-
citation strength has to be at least 4ω2γβ/α in order for CPUT to work. If the
frequencies don’t exactly match but deviate by only O(ǫ), then the system can still
operate, but the threshold on the excitation strength increases in a specific way that
depends on the frequency deviation percentage ∆.
(47) well matches the operational boundary numerically obtained in [95]. The
region of |F | ≥ F ∗ is in the same spirit as a resonance tongue (e.g., [6], [18] and
references therein), except the latter is historically speaking for a 2-dimensional non-
autonomous system but the CPUT considered here is 4-dimensional non-autonomous.
4 Demonstration 2: Fermi-Pasta-Ulam problem
This section illustrates the improved accuracy of the proposed approach on the
Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) system [44]. FPU is chosen simply because it is a classical
test problem, and we do not claim any new understanding of this profound and
extensively investigated problem; instead, we refer to [46, 89, 16, 45, 51] for an
incomplete list of discussions.
Figure 2: Fermi-Pasta-Ulam problem: a 1D chain of point masses (exaggerated in the plot) connected
alternatively via harmonic stiff and anharmonic soft springs
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Setup. The FPU problem, illustrated by Figure 2, is a mechanical system gov-
erned by the Hamiltonian
H(Q,P ) :=
1
2
m∑
i=1
(P 22i−1 + P
2
2i) +
ω2
4
m∑
i=1
(Q2i −Q2i−1)2 +
m∑
i=0
(Q2i+1 −Q2i)4,
where Q1, · · · , Q2m are point mass displacements, Pi’s are their corresponding mo-
menta, Q0 = Q2m+1 = 0 are fixed (not part of the 2m degrees of freedom), and
ω ≫ 1.
To better separate the slow and fast motions, the standard approach is to intro-
duce the following canonical transformation
qi = (Q2i +Q2i−1)/
√
2, qm+i = (Q2i −Q2i−1)/
√
2,
pi = (P2i + P2i−1)/
√
2, pm+i = (P2i − P2i−1)/
√
2,
and then the transformed system is governed by the Hamiltonian
H(q, p) =
1
2
2m∑
i=1
p2i +
ω2
2
2m∑
i=m+1
q2i+
1
4
(
(q1 − qm+1)4 +
m−1∑
i=1
((qi+1 − qm+i+1)− (qi − qm+i))4 + (qm + q2m)4
)
.
FPU is a classical weakly nonlinear system and it exhibits diverse behaviors over at
least three timescales (see e.g., [51] for a concise review). Either from the Hamil-
tonian or by physical intuition, it is not difficult to see that (i) each stiff spring’s
displacement (qi for i = m+1, · · · , 2m) behaves like a harmonic oscillator at O(ω−1)
timescale, and (ii) each center of masses linked by a stiff spring (qi for i = 1, · · · ,m)
changes more slowly at a timescale of O(1). In addition, it was known that (iii) the
energy exchange among stiff springs is associated with a third timescale of O(ω):
denote the energy of the ith stiff spring by
Ii =
1
2
(p2m+i + ω
2q2m+i), i = 1, · · · ,m (48)
then Ii’s start exchanging values with each other at this timescale. (iv) This energy
exchange actually extends to even slower timescales, in fashions that could at least
be periodic, quasiperiodic or chaotic (e.g., [46, 89, 16, 45]). (v) On the other hand,
the total energy of the stiff springs is only an O(ω−1) deviation from a constant.
FPU is another example of coupled oscillators and it again suits the proposed
method. In fact, let qslow = [q1, · · · , qm]T , pslow = [p1, · · · , pm]T , qfast = [qm+1, · · · , q2m]T ,
pfast = [pm+1, · · · , p2m]T , then the governing dynamics given by Hamilton’s equa-
tions q′i = ∂H/∂pi and p
′
i = −∂H/∂qi are
q′slow = pslow
p′slow = f
q′fast = pfast
p′fast = −ω2qfast + g
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for some functions f and g. Now, rescale momentum by pfast = ωvfast, pslow = vslow,
and then slow down time by a factor of ω, we have
q˙slow =
1
ω
vslow
v˙slow =
1
ω
f
q′fast = vfast
v′fast = −qfast +
1
ω2
g
.
Therefore, FPU can be put in the form of (1) with ǫ = 1/ω. Note there Ω is
4m-by-4m, skew-Hermitian, but its rank is only 2m.
Figure 3: Comparison of classical averaging, improved averaging (denoted by ‘new’), and fine expo-
nential integration of FPU with a benchmark solution.
Numerical demonstration. We now show that, in practice, the new averag-
ing method can improve the accuracy of classical averaging beyond the theoretically
justified O(ǫ−1) timescale (i.e., O(1) time in plotted figures due to previously intro-
duced time rescaling), and this improvement actually extends to O(ǫ−2) timescale
(i.e. O(ω) timescale in the figures).
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Figure 4: Absolute errors of classical averaging, improved averaging, and fine exponential integration
of FPU (measured in the norm of 3-vector)
The demonstration will be based on the following experiment: m = 3, ω = 200,
simulation time T = 2ω, q(0) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]T , p(0) = [2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]T . Classical
averaging and improved averaging were based on 4th-order Runge-Kutta integration
with h = 0.05, in which the averaged vector fields ((7), (13) and (10)) are computed
on the fly via numerical averaging (21) with N = 10. Benchmark solution for illus-
tration and error quantification was obtained by a 4th-order symplectic integrator
(see e.g., [51] or [97]) with very small timestep of h = 0.01/ω. Fine exponential
integration was also performed as a side reference, based on a 2nd-order symmetric
scheme that only uses one force evaluation per step, with h = 0.05/ω = 0.00025.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the followings:
• Upper panel of Figure 3 demonstrates better accuracy in I1,2,3 (48) of the new
approach than that of classical averaging and exponential integration (with
200x smaller step size).
• The system is autonomous Hamiltonian and the exact solution should conserve
the total energy. Lower left panel of Figure 3 focuses on the accuracy of cap-
turing this conservation. Note the benchmark and the exponential integrator
are symplectic and thus intrinsically good at energy conservation (see e.g., [51]
for theory). The averaged dynamics, however, may lose its Hamiltonian struc-
ture and were integrated by a non-symplectic integrator (see [100] for ideas
for a possible remedy). The improved averaging reduced the artificial energy
deviation in classical averaging by magnitudes.
• Lower right panel of Figure 3 focuses on the total energy of stiff springs. This
quantity,
∑m
i=1 Ii, is known to be almost a constant, however admitting O(1/ω)
fluctuations. The classical averaging smoothed out this fluctuation incorrectly,
while the improved averaging captured the same amount of fluctuation as the
benchmark and the exponential integrator.
• Three columns in Figure 4 respectively illustrate deviations from the bench-
mark in the soft spring positions and momenta, the stiff spring positions and
momenta, and the stiff spring energies. Recall the dynamics of these quanti-
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ties span a wide range of timescales (respectively at O(1), O(1/ω) and O(ω)
scales). Curiously, although the improved method is more accurate on all these
quantities, it is more effective for observables of the stiff springs.
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Figure 5: Deviations of numerically averaged vector field from the exact average, evaluated in 2-norm
along the simulation of classically averaged FPU.
In addition, Figure 5 illustrates the high accuracy of numerical averaging (21).
Near machine precision was obtained using only 10 sample time points per averaged
vector field evaluation. Lengthy expressions of the exact averaged vector field can
be found in the Appendix.
It needs to be noted that numerical averaging of the vector field does introduce a
computational overhead; however, it leads to the ability of using less time steps (see
Section 2.4). Although the focus of this article is a simple analytical improvement
of 1st-order averaging, not numerical averaging, time counts will still be provided
for a qualitative (not quantitative) understanding of a curious reader: for the above
experiment on an Intel i7-4600 laptop with Windows 7 x64 and MATLAB R2016b,
the benchmark, the exponential integrator, classical averaging and the improved
averaging respectively spent 99.36, 17.31, 5.98 and 12.11 seconds. Note this is by
no means a claim against exponential integrators: we expect improved accuracy if a
4th-order exponential integrator with small step size were used instead; in fact, our
approach with N = 1 will become an exponential integrator (Section 2.4). However,
as we aimed to quantify the error of the averaged dynamics, high-order method
was employed for its integration to prevent the quantification from being polluted
by the numerical integration error. The exponential integration, on the hand, only
has numerical error, and making it vanish will only produce another benchmark;
therefore, we chose a 2nd-order version simply to provide a middle ground.
5 Demonstration 3: (2+1)-dimensional advection
equation with weak nonlinear reaction
5.1 The setup
Methods in Section 2 generalize to infinite-dimensional problems too. Consider the
semilinear initial value problem
∂tu = Lu+ ǫf(u, z, t) (49)
equipped with initial condition u(z, 0) = u0(z) and appropriate boundary conditions,
where L is a skew-Hermitian linear spatial differential operator, and u(z, t) is a
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vector-valued function of multidimensional spatial coordinate z and scalar time t.
Here both the linear operator L and the nonlinearity f can be non-local in space,
e.g., (∂tu)(z, t) = L[u(·, t)](z, t) + ǫf(u(·, t), z, t)
To approximate the long time effect of the nonlinearity by classical averaging,
one can let u = eLtw, which leads to
∂tw = ǫe
−Ltf
(
eLtw, z, t
)
, (50)
and then use the approximation
∂tw¯ = ǫ
〈
e−Ltf
(
eLtw¯, z, t
)〉
t
. (51)
Such an application of averaging methods to (49) have already been extensively
investigated; see for instance, [78, 94, 106] for surveys, [103] for the validity of the
formal extension to infinite dimensions, [21, 68] for more detailed discussions, [76, 52]
for studies with applied and computational objectives, and [14, 15] for alternative
but related analyses.
The accuracy improvement idea proposed in Section 2.2 works in this infinite di-
mensional setup too: let u = eLtv−ǫP [v] instead, where P [v] and C[v] are functions
of z defined as
P [v] := L̂−1C[v], C[v](z) =
〈
f
((
eLtv(·, t)) (z, t), z, t)〉
t
, (52)
and then
∂tv = ǫe
−Lt
(
f
(
eLtv − ǫP [v], z, t)− LP [v])+O(ǫ2).
One thus uses the approximation
∂tv¯ = ǫ
〈
e−Lt
(
f
(
eLtv¯ − ǫP [v¯], z, t)− LP [v¯])〉
t
(53)
as an improvement of (51).
Examples of (49) include advection-reaction equations, 2nd-order wave equations
with small nonlinearity, and nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations. From now on, we will
be considering a specific illustrative example, which is an advection-reaction PDE
in 2D space:
∂tu = a∂xu+ b∂yu+ ǫf(u, x, y, t), (54)
with periodic boundary conditions u(x, ·, ·) = u(x + L1, ·, ·) and u(·, y, ·) = u(·, y +
L2, ·). Without loss of generality, assume a = 1 and b = 1. For a concrete demon-
stration, a specific autonomous local nonlinearity was chosen:
f(u, x, y, t) =
cos(u(x, y, t))
1 + 12 cos
(
4π
L1
x
)
sin
(
2π
L2
y
) ,
for which we may already be unable to find an analytical expression of the classically
averaged system (51); see Section 5.2.
In this problem, the differential operator L = a∂x + b∂y, and
(eLtv)(x, y) = v(x+ at, y + bt). (55)
Based on the periodic boundary condition and an assumption on the solution regu-
larity, v can be expressed in Fourier series as
v(x, y) =
∞∑
j=−∞
∞∑
k=−∞
vˆjk exp
(
i2π
(
j
x
L1
+ k
y
L2
))
.
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This way, it is easy to see that L eigenvalues are i2π
(
j
L1
+ k
L2
)
for integers j, k,
and an alternative expression to (55) is
eLtv =
∞∑
j=−∞
∞∑
k=−∞
exp(iωjkt)vˆjk exp
(
i2π
(
j
x
L1
+ k
y
L2
))
, (56)
where the intrinsic oscillation frequencies are ωjk = 2π
(
j
L1
+ k
L2
)
.
5.2 The periodic case
When L1/L2 is a rational number, denote the ratio by α/β for relatively prime
integers α and β. It is easy to see from (56) that eLt (and e−Lt too) is periodic with
the smallest period being T = βL1 = αL2 = lcm(L1, L2). This periodic case will
also be occasionally referred to as the resonant case.
In order to perform classical averaging, the right hand side of (51) needs to be
computed. Note
e−Ltf
(
(eLtw)(x, y, t), x, y
)
= e−Ltf(w(x+t, y+t, t), x, y) = f(w(x, y, t), x−t, y−t).
(57)
Therefore, the classically averaged equation is
∂tw¯ = ǫ
cos w¯
lcm(L1, L2)
∫ lcm(L1,L2)
0
1
1 + 12 cos
(
4π
L1
(x− t)
)
sin
(
2π
L2
(y − t)
)dt. (58)
In this resonant case, we have not found a general closed-form expression for this
integral, except when L1 = 2L2. When L1 = 2L2, let τ = (t− x)/L2, then
1
lcm(L1, L2)
∫ lcm(L1,L2)
0
1
1 + 12 cos
(
4π
L1
(x− t)
)
sin
(
2π
L2
(y − t)
)dt
=
1
2
∫ 2
0
1
1 + 12 cos (−2πτ) sin
(
2π
L2
(y − x)− 2πτ
)dτ
=
1
2
∫ 2
0
1
1 + 14 sin
(
2π
L2
(y − x)
)
− 14 sin(4πτ)
dτ (59)
=
4√
16
(
1 + 14 sin
(
2π
L2
(y − x)
))2
− 1
.
When L1 6= 2L2, however, the denominator in (59) contains two τ -dependent terms
instead of one, which make us unable to evaluate the integral. Therefore, we instead
compute the right hand side of (51) numerically for any given w¯. More precisely, the
exponential maps are approximated by spectral integrations, and the time averaging
is numerically approximated by composite trapezoidal rule (eq. 21). These allow
the classically averaged system to be constructed and then numerically integrated.
In order to perform the improved averaging, the function C[v] (52) first needs to
be computed. Unfortunately, since
f
(
(eLtv)(x, y, t), x, y
)
= f(v(x+ t, y + t, t), x, y)
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involves nonlocality through the unknown v, its average
∫ T
0
f(v(x+t, y+t, t), x, y)dt/T
does not admit a closed-form expression. However, given v, this integral can be nu-
merically computed, and the proposed improved approach is thus implementable via
numerical averaging, similar to the classical averaging in the L1 6= 2L2 case. Two
averages have to be computed per vector field evaluation, first for C[v], and then
for the right hand side of (53) (where P [v] is computed via a spectral discretization
of L).
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cally averaged vector field is analytically available.
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Figure 6: The periodic advection plus nonlinearity problem: absolute errors of classical averaging,
exponential integration (with same large time step), and improved averaging
Figure 6 illustrates the accuracy of the improved averaging (53). It reduces the
classical averaging error by one order of magnitude, while costing ∼1.6x computa-
tional time (when the classically averaged system is numerically constructed).
More specifically, all numerical time-averagings in this section (the periodic case)
use N = 10 samples. The benchmark solution was obtained by RK4 time-integration
and pseudospectral space-discretization, with a timestep of 0.0001, 50 Fourier modes
for x and 20 for y. All initial conditions are u(x, y, 0) = sin(sin(2πx/L1)+2πy/L2)/4.
ǫ = 0.01, total simulation time is 2ǫ−1, and all tested methods use a large timestep of
10. Simulations based on classical and improved averaging employ RK4 to integrate
the numerically averaged vector fields. A 2nd-order exponential integrator was used
as a comparison, based on Strang splitting and RK2 for the nonlinear part (note for
this problem an efficient 4th-order exponential integrator is less trivial to construct
than that for the FPU problem, because the exact flow of ∂tuˆ = ǫf(uˆ, x, y, t) is no
longer available).
The benchmark, the exponential integrator, the classical averaging, and the im-
proved averaging respectively spent 161.58, 0.02, 0.52, 0.82 seconds on the compu-
tation (using an Intel i7-4600 laptop with Windows 7 x64 and MATLAB R2016b).
In the L1 = 2L2 case where the classically averaged vector field admits closed-form
expression (Figure 6(a)), the method spent 0.03 seconds instead of 0.52 seconds; in
this case, the errors of classical and improved averaging approaches, averaged over
all time steps, are respectively 27.03× 10−5 and 1.92× 10−5, and the gain in accu-
racy is ≈ 14.2-fold. In the case of Figure 6(b) (2L1 = L2, no closed-form averaged
vector field), the classical and improved errors are respectively 36.06 × 10−5 and
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2.53× 10−5, and the gain in accuracy is ≈ 14.3-fold.
5.3 The quasiperiodic case
When L1/L2 is irrational, e
Lt and e−Lt are only quasiperiodic (see (56) and Section
5.2 for elaborations), and we are in a non-resonant situation.
To perform classical averaging, the time average of f(w, x− t, y− t) (57) is again
needed. Recall f(w, x, y) is L1-periodic in x and L2-periodic in y, and therefore the
classically averaged equation,
∂tw¯ = ǫ cos w¯ lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
1
1 + 12 cos
(
4π
L1
(x− t)
)
sin
(
2π
L2
(y − t)
)dt,
can be computed using Birkhoff ergodic theorem [17]: the dynamics of t 7→
[
x−t
L1
, y−t
L2
]
is ergodic on the torus with respect to uniform measure, and thus
∂tw¯ = ǫ cos w¯
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
1
1 + 12 cos (4πλ1) sin (2πλ2)
dλ1dλ2 = ǫ cos w¯
4√
3π
K(−1/3),
where K(·) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, and K(−1/3) ≈ 1.4599.
To perform the improved averaging (53), numerical averaging is employed for
the same reason as discussed in Section 5.2. The only difference is, as the time
averaging operator is no longer over a period but limT→∞
1
T
∫ T
0 , we use the method
of weighted Birkhoff averaging ([36], see also eq.22 and 23) instead of composite
trapezoidal rule to approximate the time averages.
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(b) N = 1000
Figure 7: The quasiperiodic advection plus nonlinearity problem: absolute errors of classical averaging,
exponential integration (with same large time step), and improved averaging. L1 = 2pi and L2 = 1.
Figure 7 illustrates the accuracy of the improved averaging in a quasiperiodic
setup. The new method again reduces the error of the classical averaging by one
order of magnitude. In terms of computational cost, it takes ∼1.6x the computa-
tional time of numerically performed classical averaging, and ∼76.3x the time of
analytically performed classical averaging (when the new method uses N = 100).
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While it is significantly slower when compared to the analytically averaged prob-
lem, the computation is still up-scaled because its total time remains bounded and
independent of ǫ for simulation till O(ǫ−1) physical time.
In greater details, since functions to be time-averaged in this section are only
quasiperiodic, more samples are used in each numerical averaging. Figure 7(a) uses
N = 100 and Figure 7(b) uses N = 1000, and in both cases a fixed δt = 0.17321 ≈√
3/10 is used (see eq.22) to avoid under-sampling due to resonance with intrinsic
frequencies. Other setups are as in Section 5.2.
When N = 100, the benchmark, the exponential integrator, the integration of
the analytically obtained classical averaged system, the integration of the numeri-
cally approximated classical averaged system, and the integration of the improved
averaged system respectively spent 71.78, 0.06, 0.06, 11.72, 17.78 seconds on the
computation. In this case, one sees from Figure 7(a) that the numerical averaging
introduces approximation error in addition to the error of the analytically averaged
system. Increasing to N = 1000 makes this approximation error negligible, as Figure
7(b) shows, but the price to pay is significantly increased computational time, which
multiplied from 11.72 and 17.78 seconds to 119.67 and 175.94 seconds. In terms of
trajectory error (averaged over all time steps), numerically-approximated classical
averaged system and improved averaged system respectively yield 80.98× 10−5 and
10.63 × 10−5 when N = 100 (≈ 7.62-fold improvement), and 80.78 × 10−5 and
4.57× 10−5 when N = 1000 (≈ 17.68-fold improvement).
Considering that eLt has not only two frequencies 2π/L1 = 1 and 2π/L2 =
2π but all their integer combinations (see (56)), being able to accurately average
quasiperiodic vector fields containing all these frequencies (with a medium/high
accuracy by using N = 100/1000 samples) is rather nontrivial. We attribute this to
the fast (super-polynomial) convergence of weighted Birkhoff averaging [36].
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Appendix
Exact expressions of the classically averaged vector field of FPU.
For the m = 3 case, let X = [q1, q2, q3, p1, p2, p3, q4, q5, q6, p4, p5, p6]
T and Y =
e−ΩtX = [x1, x2, x3, y1, y2, y3, x4, x5, x6, y4, y5, y6]
T , then the averaged dynamics of
Y is given by ˙¯Y = F(Y¯ ), where
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F(Y ) =
[
y1, y2, y3,
− (x1 (3y24 + (2x21 + 3x24)ω2)+ (x1 − x2) (3(y4 + y5)2 + (2(x1 − x2)2 + 3(x4 + x5)2)ω2)) /(2ω2),(
(x1 − x2)
(
3(y4 + y5)
2 +
(
2(x1 − x2)2 + 3(x4 + x5)2
)
ω2
)
− (x2 − x3)
(
3(y5 + y6)
2 +
(
2(x2 − x3)2 + 3(x5 + x6)2
)
ω2
) )
/(2ω2),(
(x2 − x3)
(
3(y5 + y6)
2 +
(
2(x2 − x3)2 + 3(x5 + x6)2
)
ω2
)− x3 (3y26 + (2x23 + 3x26)ω2)) /(2ω2),
3
( (
4(2y4 + y5)x
2
1 − 8x2(y4 + y5)x1 +
(
2x24 + 2x5x4 + x
2
5
)
y4 + (x4 + x5)
2y5 + 4x
2
2(y4 + y5)
)
ω2
+ 2y34 + 3y5y
2
4 + 3y
2
5y4 + y
3
5
)
/(8ω4),
3
(
y34 + 3y5y
2
4 + 3y
2
5y4 + (4(x1 − x2)2 + (x4 + x5)2)ω2y4 + 2y35 + y36 + 3y5y26
+ ((x24 + 2x5x4 + 2x
2
5 + x
2
6 + 4(x
2
1 − 2x2x1 + 2x22 + x23 − 2x2x3) + 2x5x6)y5
+ (4(x2 − x3)2 + (x5 + x6)2)y6)ω2 + 3y25y6
)
/(8ω4),
3
(
y35 + 3y6y
2
5 + 3y
2
6y5 + 2y
3
6 + (4(y5 + y6)x
2
2 − 8x3(y5 + y6)x2 + (x5 + x6)2y5
+ (x25 + 2x6x5 + 2x
2
6)y6 + 4x
2
3(y5 + 2y6))ω
2
)
/(8ω4),
3
(− (2x4 + x5)y24 − 2(x4 + x5)y5y4 − (x4 + x5)y25 − (4(2x4 + x5)x21 − 8x2(x4 + x5)x1
+ 4x22(x4 + x5) + (2x4 + x5)(x
2
4 + x5x4 + x
2
5))ω
2
)
/(8ω2),
− 3((4(x4 + x5)x21 − 8x2(x4 + x5)x1 + 4x23(x5 + x6)− 8x2x3(x5 + x6)
+ 4x22(x4 + 2x5 + x6) + (x4 + 2x5 + x6)(x
2
4 + (x5 − x6)x4 + x25 + x26 + x5x6))ω2
+ x4(y4 + y5)
2 + x6(y5 + y6)
2 + x5(y
2
4 + 2y5y4 + 2y
2
5 + y
2
6 + 2y5y6)
)
/(8ω2),
3
(− (x5 + x6)y25 − 2(x5 + x6)y6y5 − (x5 + 2x6)y26 − (4(x5 + x6)x22 − 8x3(x5 + x6)x2
+ (x5 + 2x6)(4x
2
3 + x
2
5 + x
2
6 + x5x6))ω
2
)
/(8ω2)
]T
.
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